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Davs are numbered tor current ID cards
By NICOLE KING
News Editor
UCF is discarding its old ID card system
in favor of the technologically superior
smart card system. The Huntington
National Bank has been awarded a threeyear contract to offer smart card services to
the university.
The smart card will be offered through
Cybermark, the technology provider of the
card. Cybermark has worked with over 100
colleges rand universities in establishing
such a system, including FSU and the
University of Arizona. UCF will be the
company's second largest deployment and
will make it the most technologically

advanced smart
card campus.
''There's almost
nothing you can't
do with the card
because of the
technology
involved," said
Mike Thompson,
coordinator of
the All Campus
Card Office.
The Smart Card will function on many
levels. It will allow students to use vending
machines, copiers, pay phones and the laundry facilities on cainpus by storing cash
value on the card. It will also allow students

to participate in tbe
meal plan system
and could be used
as a long distance
calling card.
It will be students' library card
and student identification
card.
There is also the
Special to the Future
possibility that the
card, paired with a code, will become an
access card for entry into the housing on
campus.
The idea of using administrative voice
mailboxes is also being discussed. If implemented, students will receive periodic mes-

sages from the administration about their
grades, schedules, financial aid, etc.
The card, outfitted with a magnetic strip
and a pin number, will feature a picture of
the student on the front. This picture could
possibly be used in records during scheduling and a student's name along with his/her
face could appear on the instructor's roll.
The chip on the front of the card will be
divided into four purses, each with a designated use. One purse may be set aside for
vending machine purchases and another for
only Bookstore purchases. Cash to card
machirles will be available at various locations on campus to add value to the cards
See STUDENTS, Page 9
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Gary Hollingsworth poses with a piece from his Red Art collection.

Soviet art on display at UCF gallery
By BRENT DIELMO
Staff Writer
The UCF Art Gallery is housing some rather impressive
displays of art these days. The most recent exhibit in the
gallery, "Darker Shades of Red: Official Art and Imagery
of the Soviet Union, 1917-1991," is certainly one of the
finest to ever come to this university.
Opening on Aug. 20, and running till Sept. 25, the
Soviet display exists due to the collaboration of the art,
history, political science and philosophy departments at
UCF. The nature of the art not only makes this possible,
but makes it a necessity in an attempt to decipher the
pieces. For instance, these departments put a lot of effort
into the creation of plaques that translate and describe the
works.
The pieces on display range from paintings and posters
to busts and military medals. They all come from the col-

lection of Gary Hollingsworth, an art restorer who began
collecting Soviet pieces shortly before the Soviet Union
fell.
According to Hollingsworth, shortly after the collapse
of the Soviet Union, art from the Soviet period was easy
to come by as Russians sold the art cheaply because they
did not wish to be reminded of their Communist past.
However, about a year after the fall, the art became
increasingly difficult to obtain as Russians and others
wanted to study it. UCF is lucky to have this exhibit on
campus because it allows a glimpse at art that has only
been outside of the Soviet Union for about seven years.
UCF Gallery Director Kevin Harran has done an
impressive job at displaying these works, especially considering this is his first show as director. The art itself
spans several decades, starting with a painting from 1935

UCF has ch-Osen Brian P. Tonner chairman of the
Ph~s!cs Department. Tonner came to centr~ Florida
to head a department which_ has a strong involvement
in UCF's Advanced Materials Proces~ing and
Analysis <;enter; (AMPAC); a fairly new surface science devoted to determining how the atomic structures of particular matters Will act under SP,ecific situations.
More specitfoally, Tonner came to UCF to assist in
the development of the I-4 Corridor; a program made
up of several Florida universities piecing together
futuristic microelectronic computer software and
biotechnology.
'Functional Nanostructures'; one of Tonner's fields
of research, are the ,next wave in microelectronics,
with billion dollar companies growing fast. The
physics professor wants .to "publicize the fact that
See EXPANSION, Page 8
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Brian P.
Tonner
signs on as
new
physics
head.
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See RED, Page 8
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UCF hits all-time high

Black and Gold massacre

Liz Phair and DJ lcey cut new
albums.

Student population expands along
with campus.

UCF's scout team shut out 46-0 in
final scrimmage.
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Volunteer UCF holds drive for school supplies
By BOBBI J. GARCIA
Staff Writer
Volunteer UCF(VUCF) held a "Back to
School with the Proper Tools" drive from
8 a.m.-12 p.m. at various locations around
Orlando on Saturday, August 22.
"Paper, pencils, and folders are all on
sale," said Hope Sims, a senior psychology major. Sims was just one of the many
students who participated in the drive.
VUCF set up student-manned tables at
local grocery and retail stores to collect
school supplies for less fortunate students
at area schools. The drop-off locations
ranged from Eckerd and Publix to the UCF
Bookstore.
Taundra Purnell, an alumni of UCF, also
got involved on Saturday.
"I believe in the cause," said Purnell.
Purnell, Sims, and Christie Fildes, a freshman majoring in electrical engineering, all
helped out at the Eckerd on Rouse Road
and Colonial Drive.
Richard Grace, a graduate student, and
Alex Canale, a junior majoring in mechanical engineering, collected supplies at the
Eckerd located on University Boulevard.
Grace a'n.4 Canal are both members of the
Society of Automotive Engineers. "We
plan on helping out all year with VUCF,"
said Grace.
Other members of the society, like Mark
Adamson, a graduate student, and Brian
Gessner, a sophomore majoring m

mechanical engineering, also volunteered
at the Publix on Alafaya W<?ods Boulevard
in Oviedo
Papers, pencils, and folders were the
items of choice to donate. "Women with
children also seem to be a little more
affectionate towards the cause," said
Richard Grace.
Adamson said, "The participation turned
out to be a lot better than expected."
Gessner agreed, "The people seem to be
pretty helpful towards the cause."
Laura Wharton, a senior elementary education major, assisted at the Publix on East
Colonial Drive. Wharton said, "I feel it's
a really good cause so I decided to help
out."
Wharton became involved in VUCF
through her association with another club,
Consultants for Effective Leadership
(CEL). "I became a part of VUCF through
CEL," said Wharton.
Other students such as Rami Kuttaineh,
Jr., a junior majoring in general studies,
decided just recently to get involved with
VUCF.
Kuttaineh said, "I received a call Friday
night asking if I could help and I said
sure." Kuttaineh collected at the Kmart on
University and Goldenrod. "I know what
it's like not to have school supplies," he
said.
One of the many schools benefiting from
the drive is Discovery Middle School.
Marie Armantrout, a sophomore math edu-

cation major, said, "I work with students at
Discovery on a first hand account."
Being an education major, Armantrout
understands the importance of helping out
with today's youth. Armantrout recruited

drive at the Winn Dixie location .
Troutman's daughter graduated from UCF
several years ago. "I don't mind helping
out the school children, I feel it's a worthwhile cause," she said.
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Mark Adamson and Brian Guessner collect school supplies for VUCF at the Publix
on Alafaya Woods Blvd.
Jennifer Bradley, a sophomore majoring in
English literature to help gather supplies at
the Winn Dixie on Lake Underhill Road at
Waterford Estates.
Donna Troutman, a resident of Orlando,
donated folders and paper to help in the

The drive turned out to be beneficial for
all students involved. Sims summed up the
day best by stating, "you have to give 'to
get."
To receive more information on VUCF,
call 823-6471.
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Knight Life '98 showcases clubs and organizations
By ALEX COOK

certain to find one of interest. Organizations
and clubs such as the Campus Activities
Board and Consultants for Effective
Leadership were present to encourage students to get involved.
The Student Government had a large tent
set up, showing off displays for every cabinet
position that students can run for or vote for.
Free pizza was also given out to anyone
who registered to vote. ''We're trying to promote involvement in Student Government
and campus activitie$," said Carey

Staff Writer
Students gathered in the hot sun on August
26, for the "UCF Knight Life 98" event.
From 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. tents were up and flyers were passed out to promote -the different
clubs and organizations at UCF.
The event gave students the opportunity to
find out all the ways to get involved on campus. With the number of clubs and organizations represented, every student was almost

Cunningham, a program assistant for S.G.
The Office of Student Activities put on a
book sale. The books ranged a variety of topics: college algebra, macroeconomics, computing and humanities. Books were $1 for
softback and $2 for hardback, or some students took advantage of the deal and spent $5
for all the books they could carry.
Musical acts performed different types of
music. The band Cole Spot 8 played some
alternative music, prompting some students
to dance and sing.

Promoters of the local paper "Axis" were
giving out copies. It included the latest information on music, concerts, sports, and life
here in Orlando. ''We cover music and
sports, with the Orlando angle," said Axis
promoter Mike White. The p~per also tries to
make students more aware of the importance
of voting.
Despite the heat, Knight Life '98 was successful at raising students' awareness of
organizations on campus and promoting
involvement.
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POSITIONS AVAILABLE
We are presently staffing
Service Rep's positions at the

•

Sprint TELECENTER's Inc.,
UCF/Research Park facility.
For your hard work and winning
attitude, we will give you:

•

•Competitive Salary
• Bonuses & Incentives
• Referral Bonuses
• Various Schedules
Contact our office today for a personal interview.

(407)206-7814

•

12249 Science Dr.
Suite 220
Norrell Services, Inc.
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30,000 a record for UCF
By NICOLE KING
News Editor
Throughout the
University of Central Florida's 35 year history,
its enrollment has never reached 30,000. That
was until Aug. 26, 1998.
By the end of the day, enrollment had peaked
at 30,190. Last year's number was 28,324. By
the conclusion of the add-drop period, enrollment is expected to drop to 29,700; still a record
for the university.
IN OTHER UCF NEWS:
•UCF is producing a CD-ROM designed to
provide UCF students with the Internet tools,
tutorials and information they need to take part
in any of the 90 web-based courses offered by
the university.
"The Pegasus Connections" is available in limited supply at the UCF Bookstore for $6.00 · a
copy. The CD is already in revision to include
more UCF information. The new edition will be
on sale in the spring of 1999.
"Historically, many students have not been prepared· to take on-line courses," said Barbara
Truman-Davis, director of ·course development

and web services. "They
register for on-line courses
unaware they will need specific skills and tools. This
CD should solve that problem."
•The UCF Library has recently purchased new
photocopying and laser printing equipment. In
order for students to use a copy card, new cards
must be issued.
Old library copy cards can be turned in to
library Room 229. The value on the old cards
will be transferred to the new cards. A new card
can be purchased from self-service card dispensers on the main floor across from the
Circulation Desk or on the third floor behind the
Interlibrary Loan.
Prices for card-vended photocopies has
decreased from $.073 to $.07 per copy. The
prices for laser printing, micrographic printing
(copying from microfilm or microfiche) and
cash-vended photocopies will stay at $.10.
•The Society of Professional Journalists will
have its first meeting of the year at 1 p.m. on
Wednesday, Sept. 2 in the UCF Bookstore. The
meeting is open to all students interested in journalism.

Sts. Peter and Paul Catholic Church
Welcomes all UCF students
To small faith sharing communities
Through RENEW 2000.

Lost keys result in broken
window at Polk Hall
.

.

By GWEN R. RHODES
Assistant News Editor

•

Join with other Catholic young adults
In scripture-based, small faith sharing groups.
Sign-up at Sunday mass or at the
RENEW 2000 kick-off on September 13, 7:30 p.m.
Also join us for a contemporary
Liturgy every Sunday at 6 p.m.
For more information, contact:
Julie Mickler, College Coordinator
657-6114 x. 249

At 5:30 a.m., Aug. 21, a UCF police officer
observed a vehicle running stop signs on Central
Florida Boulevard.
Upon stopping the car, the passenger was
noted to be holding a cloth on his right wrist.
When questioned, the passenger stated that he
had cut his arin on a piece of glass. The officer
noted a deep· cut on the passenger's arm.
The officer asked the passenger if he had been
drinking and he said yes. The officer called a
rescue unit to assist the passenger. While waiting for assistance to arrive, the officer asked the
man how he had cut his wrist. The passenger
explained that he had been left by some of his
friends and had to walk five miles to reach his
room at Polk Hall.
In addition, as he had lost his keys, he was
unable to enter his room. According to the pas- .
senger, he knocked on the door. When no orie
came to the door he got angry and punched a
window in the common area, shattering the
glass.
When the rescue unit arrived, the passenger
was told that he did not have a life threatening
injury and so was not transported to the hospital.
A friend drove him to the hospital for treatment
of his injuries.
He was charged with criminal mischief for the
window damage.
IN OTHER REPORTS BY THE UCFPD:
•On Aug. 19, the UCF Police Department
responded to a 23-year-old male student's complaint that a black compact disc case containing
12 CDs and an AT&T cellular telephone had
been stolen from the car he was driving. The
victim, who had borrowed his roommate's black
1997 Honda, reported that when he returned to
the car in parking lot A-6, the items were missing.
The vehicle was processed for fingerprints and
the victim is willing to prosecute. The value of
the stolen items is around $352.00.

•

.
•
$2.00 Wine Spritzers • $2.00 Jack Daniels Wine Coolers

•On Aug. 25, a 19-year-old male was found to
have alcoholic beverages in hi.s possession while
riding as a passenger in a vehicle that had been

stopped for a traffic violation . .
Seated in the back seat,
the offender had in his
possession a cooler and
an open can of Miller Lite
beer. While searching the
car, another open container of beer was found in
addition to 10 unopened cans of beer found in
the possession of the underaged offender.
He was arrested and charged with a misdemeanor for possession of alcoholic beverages.
•A 28-year-old female reported the theft and
damage of her customized golf cart from outside
the women's soccer team locker room.
She stated that she left the cart in good condition inside the enclosure at about 6 p.m. on Aug.
21. When she returned at 7:45 a.m. on Aug. 22,
she found her golf cart had been moved and left
outside the double doors of the Wayne Densch
Center facing the pool.
After _examining the cart, she found that the
rear footrest had been dented. She also found
that the cart had been hot wired. She stated that
her golf cart was customized and required a special key to start it, unlike other carts in the area.
The teal EZ Go golf cart was also the only cart
with head and tail lights.
When the police officer examined the cart, he
found that the ignition wires had been twisted
together to allow operation of the cart. It also
appeared that the cart had been driven over the
new curbing where it was found. In addition, the
officer found a chip in the wall and black marks
on the walkway where the cart had been parked.
The officer reported that it appeared that the
person who took the cart bad tried to back it out
of the area and hit the walls.
A similar incident occurred in June when a
golf cart was stolen and never recovered. The
victim said she is willing to prosecute .
•A UCF soccer player reported his black athletic bag was stolen from near the practice fields
while he cwas training. When he returned from
practice at about 8 p.m. he found that his bag
was missing. The bag contained his driver's
license, student ID card, three phone cards, $10
and his allergy and asthma medication. He is
willing to prosecute.
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Borders chat room offers good literary conversation
By VICKI DeSORMIER
Staff Writer
There's nothing better for unwinding
after class ... before you start on your
assignments than to sit back with a good
cup of coffee and a book.
And there's no better place to do that
than a great bookstore. You've checked
out the new bookstore on campus andjt's
great. You've been to the Barnes and
Noble at the Oviedo Marketplace mall.
And you've been to the mew Borders
across the street from the mall.
Where else is there? Now where can
you try?
How about Borders again? Only this
time, you can do it in your bathing
suit...or even in your birthday suit...or
however else you hang out in front of the
computer.
We've all been to
Amazon.com and found a wealth of
books and great prices, but this is some-

thing completely
different.
Click on to
www.borders.com
and check out the
books, the music
and the great literary conversation.
You'll have to make your own coffee,
but check out this online cafe for some
stimulating conversation and the opportunity to browse and buy the books you
want.
You know those interesting people you
meet at the bookstore? Those eccentric
characters who will debate the literary
value of any book you can name? The
ones who've read everything on the New
York Times bestseller list? They're here
online too. (And if the conversation gets
too deep, you can al ways click off and
pretend you had computer problems that
disconnected you.)

Enter the Borders Cafe chat room and
there you are, surrounded by those who
know everything ... and those who think
they do. There are some wonderfully
intelligent people there from whom you
can learn a lot and who aren't afraid to let
you pick their brains and who are eager to
hear what you have to say.
And, as is the case just about anywhere
you go, there are those who just like to
talk. Put up with them or ignore them.
There are enough of the truly brilliant to
make up for it. Those who go to the cafe
often say you never know who might
show up. Celebrities (from the entertainment and the academic worlds) are said to
sneak into the conversation from time to
time, though I have yet to meet one.
And, OK, so there's something about
plopping into a comfy chair at the bookstore and slowly turning the pages of a
beautiful new book, but whep you're
done looking you have to get up, put that

one away and get another. Here, the
change requires nothing more than the
click of your mouse.
And when you do decide on a book and
order it, often at a savings over what
you'd pay even at the Borders store down
the street, you know that you're the first
person to crack that book ... you know
you'll be getting that new book smell that
is so irresistible.
The site is as easy to navigate as a
Borders store with cheery icons, easy to
follow instructions and simple links from
one place to the next.
You're sure to find what you want
among the 10 million books and CDs in
their inventory. You don't have to wander
up and down the aisles to find the titles
you want, either. Everything is just a
search and a click away.
Borders.com is not just a bookstore. It's
a great place to hang out with people who
love books as much as you do.

•
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few people
will ever set foot in an offlr:.e like this. But then, become a Marine Officer. Invaluable training that could lead to
few people have what it takes to be a Marine Officer. Officer an exciting career in aviation. If you've got what it takes to be a
Candidates School (OCS) is the first step towards preparing you leader of Marines, you could get an office with a spectacular view.
for a future beyond anything you could imagine. ~1--1--- For more information calf 1-800-MARINES, or contact
At OCS you'tl develop the qualities you need to
us on the Internet at: htip:!lwww.Marines.com

1,.Jal.Hlc:J

The Few. The Proud.

MARINE OFFICER

Visit Captain McMillon outside the library on September 8-9 & 16-17,
from 1o:ooam - 2:00pm. Or call t<:>ll free aoo-.~7~.~9874 ext. ~7-15.
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The art of concentration
By LINDA RAMOS
Staff Writer

The University Counseling Center (UCC) of
Kansas State University defines concentration as
"the ability to direct one's thinking in whatever
direction one would intend."
We all have the ability to concentrate, and we all
use it effectively. The problem occurs when concentration is needed to do activities that may be perceived as unpleasant such as studying, attending
class, or researching. This is when students say, "I
just can't seem to concentrate."
Before actually studying, prepare yourself mentally to concentrate-especially if the activity is not
your favorite thing to do. The Academic
Advancement Center at Ohio University advises
three easy steps to prepare for concentration.
First, write a basic to-do list prior to each study
·session. How do you decide what needs to be done?
Use the syllabus to see what is scheduled.
Second, set specific goals for each study session.
The goal, for example, is not 'to read chapter five'
-that's ·too general. A more specific goal is 'to
understand the main concepts of chapter five as well
as to know. which concepts need further clarification.'
Third, set a routine study schedule. Consistency
improves concentration.
.
When studying, students tend to blame low concentration levels on distractions-noise, friends, family, work, and extn~curricular activities.
However, Dartmouth College's Academic Study
Skills Web Page reports that in laboratory tests, the
actual distraction itself does not influence a student's concentration level. The student's perception
and interpretation of the distraction influences concentration.
For example, you may be enjoying yourself so

7 Caustic remark

11 Tennis shot
14 A.L. bird

much while watching a video
that you don't notice the low
engine hum of a plane flying
overhead because your concentration is at peak levels.
But, because studying may
not be too enjoyable, thereby
creating a concentration threshold that may be easily distracted, that very same noise may drive you
crazy when you're studying. The noise is then
blamed for lowering concentration efforts.
Kansas Sfate's UCC offers the "Be Here Now"
technique to improve concentration.
As your mind starts to wander, simply redirect it
back to what needs to be concentrated on by silently repeating the phrase "be here now." In the beginning, you'll find yourself constantly repeating this
phrase ·and getting frustrated as you realize the
numerous times your mind wanders. Keep track of
your wandering mind by using a Distraction Log.
Just write down the perceived distraction on a piece
of paper. As time goes by, you'll be able to see
improvement by realizing that there are fewer and
fewer entries in the Distraction Log.
The UCC also notes that lack of concentration can
be related to low energy levels.
Decreased energy is caused by insufficient exercise, inadequate sleep, and improper eating. Besides
eating well, exercising and sleeping, increase your
energy level while studying by taking short breaks,
sitting in an upright position and moving around by
stretching or walking.

15 Latin & others
16 Yours and mine

- 17
18
20
22
23

Drinking spree
Madrid maiden
Ballgame record
Muscle for hire
Country occupied
by China
25 Coffee-flavored
28 Half of
Hispaniola
3? Cools down
34 Bolted
35 Result
37 Will VIP
39 Ancient
40 Of a lymphoid
organ
42 Gandhi title
44 Golfer's aid
45 Duel reminder
47 Wanton
destruction
48 Zhivago's love
50 Sheep fat
52 Nuisances
53 Flee to wed
55 Wind-blown soil
57 Affirmative votes
59 City near San
Jose
64 Shoulder
67 Be contiguous
68 Actor Holbrook
69 English boys'
school
70 Noxious
atmosphere
71 Mine vein
.72 Sandra and
Ruby ·
73 View a film
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51 Assam or
darjeeling
54 Allayed
56 Bangs shut
58 Location
60 Open slightly
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61 Suffer defeat
62 Appropriate
moment
63 Son of Judah
64 Greek letter
65 Rower
66 Female rabbit
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Volunteer UCF expo outside
Student Union, 10:00 a.m. - 1
p.m.
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8 Lunched
9 Tolled
10 Blossom
11 Tarzan's
wardrobe
12 Not at home
13 Lingerie buy
19 Skyline
q)mponent
21 Baseball stat
24 Abound
26 Motorcyclist's
requirement
27 "The _ Family"
28 Energetic drive
29 Request another
hearing
30 National park in
DOWN
Michigan
1 Tommy Lee
31 Defiriite article
Jones film
33 Thailand, once
2 Sandwich cookie
36 Muscle spasms
3 Flirtatious girl
38 Ecstatic
4 Pea holders
41 Fetal membrane
5 Political tests
43 Sailor's affirmative
6 The king of
46 Resumes
France
business
7 Implore

Linda Ramos is associated with Full Student
Services (FSS) which provides word processing/typing and research assistance to college students.
Direct all correspondence regarding this article to
FSS, PO Box 622077, Oviedo, FL 32762-2077 or
407-525-3302.
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1 Constrain

Comedian Bobby Tessel,
Student Union, a p.m .
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There's a lot riding on today's baseball game. It's your son's first time in the
starting line-up - and he's counting on you to be there when he steps up to
the plate. Relax. Because you can count on us to get you
there ... on an expressway system that's safe, efficient,

..

well-run and well-maintained by people who care about
Central Florida's transportation needs.
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The Learning Institute for Elders at UCF, 9:30
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Red Art exhibit proved challenging to present
From PAGE 1
and ending with a poster from 1990. As the
name of the exhibit suggests, a palpable,
dark aura surrounds almost anything
Soviet.
Given the difficulty of this art-one can
often overlook the art itself because of its
inexorable political, philosophical, and historical nature-Harran had a difficult task
ahead of him in terms of presentation.
Commenting on the layout of the work,
Harran said, "I wanted the work to challenge the viewer as to what the art means
for people in our society. Further, I desired
to make people aware of the complexities
of these images because so often they have
been simplified." On this level, Harran has
succeeded because one cannot leave . the
gallery without some impression he or she
did not previously entertain.
Lined together on one wall are paintings
in a Social-Realist style; this style was
adopted by Stalin according to the party's
principle that art should function as a
medium to unite the people.
Focusing on the worker and important
moments in the Communist Revolution,
the paintings glorify both the party and its
backbone, the common laborer. A major
figure in the Revolution and the paintings
was of course, Vladimir Ilyich Lenin.

Photo by Kevin Cother

Deborah Harrison inspects propaganda posters featured in the Red Art exhibit at
UCF's art gallery.
Lenin became a George Washington figure
in the Soviet Union, but has since fallen
into disfavor. Various busts of Lenin and
Stalin, as well as medals and items from
the KGB are included in the exhibit. Many
of the medals are the Soviet equivalents of
medals given to U.S. soldiers during
WWII.

Opposite the pamtmgs are various
posters that express similar ideas as the
paintings, albeit in a different style. Many
of the posters have a pop-art feel, with one
distinctly resembling a comic book. The
majority of the posters consist of border
guards and themes of honor and defense of
the Motherland.

Immediately after the revolution, posters
were replaced daily in an effort to inform
the people. These posters functioned to
spread propaganda about the party and the
superiority of Communism. However, they
bear an uncanny resemblance to many of
the posters that our country has used over
the years.
Edgar Flor, a student at UCF, remarked
upon this at the exhibit's opening, "There
is a very cold atmosphere, grim, almost
scary, but it reminds us of how we did propaganda ourselves." One poster in particular reminded me of the 'Uncle Sam Wants
You' poster from WWI.
For some students this exhibit was special because it stoked old memories. One
student from Russia, Alexei Goon said,
"There was more propaganda then, and
these things are very Soviet; however, it is
very special to see them because it reminds
me of home."
The Soviet exhibit is showing from Aug.
20-Sept. 25 at the UCF Art Gallery. After
that, it will move to Omaha, Neb. Don't·
miss a rare chance to see Soviet art in person. The gallery is open from 8 a.m.-5 p.rn.
Monday through Friday, and for this show
only, Sundays from noon to 5 p.m.
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At RPS, your search is over. With our outstanding pay of $8.00 to $8.50 an hour and convenient schedules, we have the perfect part-time job for you. We're currently hiring
Package Handlers for a variety of shifts starting early morning, late night, afternoon, evening and overnight.

PACKAGE HANDLERS
If you are at least 18 years of age, can lift 60 pounds, have reliable transportation and are able to work 5 days a week part-time and year round, we need your help loading
and unloading trailers at our Orlando location. So don't miss your chance to start the Fall off right. You just need to stop in at RPS. We're hiring part-time Package Handlers
starting at $8.00 to $8.50 per hour. And in addition to the great starting pay, you'll also enjoy:
• Weekly paychecks
• A $.50/hour pay raise after 90 days
• Paid holidays after one year
•Tuition assistance Cadd'I $.50/hour credit toward tuition after 30 days)
Sound incredible? Want to know more?
For more information or interview times, call C407l 851-3212.

RPS, Inc.
3000 Directors Row
Orlando, FL 32809
(off John Young Parkway between
Oakridge and Sandlake Rds.>

ll/fl/,11

An FDX Company
EOE/AA
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Students and faculty encouraged to learn card smarts
From PAGE 1
which will decrease with each purchase.
"We plan on streamlining the activities,"
said Huntington Bank's UCF project coordinator Larry Campbell. "The card will
expand with the technology and that will
m~e things easier."
Every student, faculty and staff member is
required to get one. Ten to 12 days in
November have been scheduled forjssuing
the cards and activating them.
"One of the main concerns about the recarding . process is the wait," said Mike

Thompson. "But it should be a quick and
painless process, they've really got it down
to a science. It shouldn't be more than 20
minutes.
Ultimately, UCF will decide when the
system will go into effect, but it looks like
over the winter break the current ID Gards
will be turned off. For a brief period of
time, both the smart card and the current ID
cards will be accepted.
Banking services through Huntington
National Bank will also be offered to students and faculty.
The bank has plan~ of putting an office on

campus across from the Bookstore. ·card. Students can make purchases at local
Huntington will provide a 24 hour ATM restaurants and stores and the purchases
machine on the outside of the UCF branch. will show up on their bank statements. The
Another ATM on the inside will be capable smart card should be accepted wherever
of bank deposits, split deposits, check cash- HONOR, CIRRUS, PLUS, and MAC cards
ing and withdrawals in multiples of $1 bills. are accepted.
Plans are tentative, but Huntington may
All students will be eligible to establish a
university checking account which will be also provide an internet kiosk on campus
free of the normal service charges.
for Web banking as well.
Additional services will also be available
"We're excited about implementing the
for students with Huntington accounts. card," said Thompson. "By fall we should
Financial aid will be dispersed directly into have a pretty strong product. When all the
their accounts and merchants around the features are phased in, we can provide a
UCF area will · accept the card as a debit tool to make life much easier."
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~UCF
Lead Stories
•A man whose name was not released checked in to
a Howard Johnson's motel in Murfreesboro, Tenn., on
July 15 for two days and left behind 12 jars' worth of
Vaseline smeared on the carpet, furniture, curtains,
walls, bedspreads, sheets and towels, resulting in a
$1,300 cleanup job. No motive was apparent, and
police have been unable to find him.
•In August, Ukrainian Prime Minister Valery
Pustovoitenko began a crackdown on tax delinquents
to collect the $3.5 billion the government is owed.
The centerpiece of the campaign is to call the top
1,500 tax scofflaws, mostly business executives, to a
military base near Kiev to live for an undetermined
time in tents, to listen to lectures on civil defense preparedness for natural disasters until apparently out of
sheer boredom they decide to pay up.
•The notorious Japanese TV game show "Super
Jockey" (which features stunts such as contestants
competing to eat repulsive-flavored ice cream) began
selling commercial time on the show recently by
inviting potential sponsors to present bikini-clad
women who would endure dunkings in scalding-hot
water and then be rewarded with commercial time
equivalent to the number of seconds they endured the
pain.

Freddy Krueger, D.D.S.
In July, the Tennessee Supreme Court reinstated
patient Frances Blanchard's lawsuit a&ainst Memphis
dentist Arlene Kellum for allegedly committing battery by attempting to pull out all 32 of her teeth in one
sitting. (Blanchard, who has a gum disease, said she
thought it would be done over several visits.) Kellum
was half done when Blanchard fainted and had to be
hospitalized for six days. And a jury in Oklahoma
City awarded $1.3 million to Mark Macsenti in June
for brain damage he suffered when dentist Jon D.
Becker went to sleep during an appointment and left
Macsenti hooked up to mtrous oxide for about 10
hours.

The Career-Ending
Bounced Check
Georgia state Sen. Ralph David Abernathy ill, son
of the late civil rights leader, announced his retirement
from politics in July after his $400 re-election filing
fee check bounced. His legislative career included an
incident of following a female into a state Capitol
ladies' room and of being caught with marijuana in
his underwear at the Atlanta airport. He said he plans
to enter the seminary.

More Recent Rages
(1) Chewing Gum Rage: A 5-foot, 380-pound man
who accidentally sat on chewing gum in a Bellevue,
Neb., movie theater in July took off his sticky pants,
walked around, yelled and seethed, and punched out
a glass case.
(2) Spelling Rage: Bronx, NY, school board member Dennis Coleman disrupted a July meeting by
haranguing the staff and refusing to be quieted by the
chancellor when he discovered that the word
"rescind" was misspelled on a resolution to be voted
on.
(3) Barber Rage: In July, Providence, RI., barber
Sam Johnson, 53, upset that a 21-month-old customer
wouldn't be still, allegedly whacked the kid in the
head with his electric clipper and then sprayed alcohol to make the cut sting.

Courtroom Follies
•Convicted killer Robert Hunt lost his appeal to the
Nebraska Supreme Court in Jurie. In his closing argument at trial, Hun~s lawyer, in an effort to gain the
jury's sympathy for Hunt, had called him a "creepy,
slimy, sexual degenerate," and Hunt complained that
the strategy obviously backfired, in that he got a life
sentence. The Supreme Court said Hunt would probably have been convicted anyway (but took no position on whether the lawyer's statement was accurate).
•In July, Diane Parker accompanied her husband,

Richard W. Parker, (who had been accused of drug
trafficking) to federal court in Los Angeles.
According to friends, Diane was so supportive that
she had come prepared to put up her investment property and her mother's townhouse to make Richard's
bail. However, the prosecutor began reciting to the
judge facts about Richard's double life that included a
mistress and a safe house, and Diane's expression
changed dramatically. She removed her wedding ring
with a flourish, walked out of court,
immediately drove to an Orange County office 'where
the mistress worked, and punched her several times
before being restrained.
•In March, students from Madrona Middle School,
visiting Torrance (Calif.) Superior Court to learn
about the legal system, were ushered by their teacher
into a trial in session despite a warning to the teacher
that the subject matter was "sensitive." Virtually the
first thing the kids saw was, in a child molestation
case, the prosecutor's propping up two 10-inch dildos
on the railing of the witness stand so as to make her
line of questioning more vivid for the jury.
•Petty-theft defendant Ronnie Hawkins, acting as
his own lawyer in a Long Beach, Calif., courtroom in
July, thought incessantly talking back to Judge Joan
Comparet-Cassani was a good strategy, but Hawkins.
had been fitted with a remote-controlled "stun belt"
under his clothing, and the judge ordered a bailiff to
send Hawkins a bone-rattling 50,000 volts of electricity, causing him to grimace and his body to turn as
taut as a board for the 8-second blast. Five days later
in Oakland, Calif., Brian Tracey Hill suffered the
same fate during jury selection on an assault charge.
However, Hill was behaving perfectly; a sheriff's
deputy had leaned over in his chair and accidentally '
nudged the stun belt's trigger.
•Murder-trial juror Gillian Guess, 43, was convicted in June of obstruction of justice when a court in
Vancouver, British Columbia, found that she was having a torrid sexual affair with the defendant, who was
eventually acquitted in large part through jury-room
advocacy by Guess. Witnesses said Guess appeared
to be attracted to defendant Peter Gill early in the
1995 trial and frequently sat facing him instead of the
witness box, sometimes witl:! her legs wantonly
uncrossed.

least Competent Person
Michael H. Egli was found in contempt of court in
Daytona Beach, Fla., in August. He had tried to get
out of jury duty by sending the court clerk two messages announcing that he "hate(s)" "(epithet for
blacks), cops and judges." Egli has a kidney condition
that requires regularly scheduled dialysis and was surprised when the judge told him he would automatically have been excluded from jury duty, anyway.

Recurring Themes
From time to time News of the Weird has reported
on the fluctuating value of the late Italian artist Piero
Manzoni's personal feces, which he canned in 1961
as art objects in 90 tins, 30 grams at a time. The
Baltimore Sun reported in 1993 that one tin sold for
$75,000 at the top of the market. The latest sale, in
July 1998 at Sotheby's in .London, was for about
$28,800. However, even with the drop in price, as
Forbes magazine pointed out, Manzoni' s feces is still
about $1,000 per gram, almost 100 times the price of
gold ($9.50 per gram).

Thinning the Herd
A 17-year-old boy was killed in Navarino, Wis., in
July when shrapnel from a mailbox he was playfully
blowing up with a firecracker severed his carotid
artery. And a 28-year-old man drowned in Mount
Clemens, Mich., in July in an apartment-house pool
while winning a game with his friends as to who
could hold his breath under water the longest.
(Send your Weird News to Chuck Shepherd, P.O. Box
8306, St. Petersburg, Fla. 33738, or Weird@compuserve.com. Chuck Shepherd's latest paperback,
"The Concrete Enema and Other News of the Weird
Classics, " is now available at bookstores everywhere)

$225
(includes textbook)
6 .. 8 week program
UCF Main Campus • UCF South Orlando Center

call

(407) 207-4929
Division of Continuing Education

Central Florida Children's Home

THRIFT STORE
8519 E. Colonial

Dr.~

Orlando

(Across from Holiday Inn Express)

DONATIONS APPRECIATED
Please call for pickup
Many Great buys on:
• Dresses
•Skirts
•Blouses
•Sweaters
•Purses
•Furniture

•Coats
•Sleep Ware
• Ladies Suits
• Shoes
eShirts-Alltypes
• Copy Machines

•Men's Suites
•Trousers
• Shorts
• Blazers
eT.V.'s _
• Dishes

•Ties
•Infant Ware
•Children's Ware
•Jeans
•Stuffed Toys
•Nick Nacks

Plus M~h More!!

' 2.77-2227
Help us HELP the children

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
We have I 0,000 sq. ft. Of attractive clothing and useful Miscellaneous
merchandise. Fresh materials come into the store every day. Shop with
us for grea~ unbeliernble sayings!

Totally owned & operated by the Central Florida Children's

Home.

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES

P~v
t~
PROBLEMS WITH?
•LANDLORDS
•INSURANCE
•CONTRACTS
•POLICE

NEED?
•A WILL
•NAME CHANGE
•UNCONTESTED
DISSOLUTION

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STUDENTS WITH
ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH AS LANDLORD/TENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL, TRAFFIC &
UNCONTESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED STUDENTS CAN
RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRESENTATION FREE OF
CHARGE.
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT:
CALL 823-lS38 OR STOP BY·· SRC.'.155
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8AM-SPM
Funded by Activity and Service Fees through the
Student Government Association
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Parking woes continue to plague students
By JASON HEIRONIMUS
Opinion Editor

..

..

•

Congratulations! You have
successfully made it through
the first offic.ial week of school,
now you only have about 400
left to go. Those of us who
were brave enough to actually
attend classes during the first
week should be privvy to some
kind of bonus, like, say, our
very own parking spots for the
rest of the semester. But, in all
likelihood, this would be the
last thing to be awarded to anyone.
Recently while walking away
from one of my classes my
friend and I were discussing
"the great parking debate".
This debate has been going on
since before this school's
inception, which makes one
wonder, "Which came first, the
school or the parking?'.', a
philosophical question greatly
examined by the philosophical
geniuses of our time like Plato,
Freud, and Fabio (... I con't
believe it's not buuutter).
Only lately has the debate
become somewhat confusing in

that it seemed as if the school,
UCF, was doing all that it could
to curb the amount of student
drivers wandering aimlessly
around UCF parking lots with a
bad case of road rage by building many more lots. It seemed
that the light at the end of the
tunnel was finally growing
bright. "Run to the light, run to
the light," they said. But alas,
the light was but a wimpering
lightning bug, who had long
ago been swatted by a Ford
Mustang's grill.
I attribute this shortage of
parking spots to just one thing:
that last year's entire senior
class failed to gradu_ate.
Though my findings are shaky
at best, I believe them to be
sound based upon the theories
of logic that I did not understand on the CLAST test. One
of these· theories suggests that
if a whole lot of parking spaces
are added, and a whole lot of
students leave to make way for
a new crop, not that I am comparing freshmen to agricultural
vegetation, or am I?, then there
should be a surplus of parking
spots. This theory is attributed

to the late, great philosopher
Edmund Broccoli (1843-1689)
who also discovered that, contrary to popular opinion, the
world was actually shaped like
a pear.
So anyways, back to the issue
at hand. This is quite a controversy that we have unearthed
because UCF has either recycled an entire class of students
back into the student population, or they have brainwashed
them and turned them into
cheerleaders. Either of which is
quite a frightening thought.
However, the point remains, we
still have an amazing shortage
of parking! Somehow through
all of the optimism during the
construction of these new lots
UCF has managed to still have
a major parking problem.
It is quite a shame that once
again we can be thrown into the
fray of other institutions with
parking problems. For about
three weeks we had something
to be proud of.
FSU student: "I hate my
school, there's no parking and I
never get to class on time!"
UF student: "I hate my

school, there's no parking, and,
well, then there's the whole
Steve Spurrier issue!"
UCF student: "That's too bad
guys, I really love my school,
and there is a plethora of good
parking all over campus. HA,
HA,HA!"
There is another theory out
there, however, that I managed
to uncover through minutes and
minutes of making it up. It goes
as follows: that- every time a
student pulls .into a parking
spot, another one somewhere
on campus mysteriously disappears. This would account for
the fact that although it may
seem that there are no spots,
everyone and their mothers
seems to get one besides you
(please refr~in from using the
aforementioned 80's catch
phrase, for it may end in spontaneous combustion).
But while we are discussing
this issue, let us also discuss
the ways in which we must
learn to cope with this most
frustrating of dilemmas. We, as
students, are all in the same
boat. We all must fight for
parking equally, but this fight is

only fair to those who are
engaged in it if they observe a
few ground rules. Until last
week, I thought that everyone
was aware of the "parking
rules", but let us now review.
First, the person who spots a
student walking to his/her car
and immediately begins to roll
slowly behind them has
absolute priority to that person's spot. Second, when waiting for a car to vacate its spot,
that car should have it's tum
signal on, thus signalling an
impending turn and signifying
to all other hopeful motorists
that that spot is theirs. Third,
when two cars turn on their turn
signals at the exact same time,
the car that was closest to the
spot is awarded with it. And
finally, spot stealing is punishable by hanging.
So please everyone, be kind
to all _your fellow student drivers. We are all dealing with
the same annoying dilemma.
And if you happen to see a
parking space actually disappear, please report it to Parking
Services so they can personally
check it out.
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Fall into a slew ot September llicks
By STACEY COPELAND
Staff Vkiter

The catch phrase for the movie industry
this fall seems to be "More, more,
more .... " With 144 films being released
between now and Christmas, theater
employees will be dropping like flies after
they get done with their new 150 hour
work weeks.Do you even want to think
about how much extra gum they' 11 be
scraping off the bottom of the seats? With
this many films being released, eyeryone
is sure to find something they' 11
enjoy. .Here's just a sample of
September's offerings:
•Knock Off (Sept 4) - Jean-Claude Van
Damme, Tsui Kong. Boy, talk about selfexplanatory titles! Jean-Claude stars as a
_CIA agent (ha ha) who teams up with
Hong Kong action maestro Tsui Hark to
Special·to the Future
fight an international terrorist group. I'm
so glad the writers of the movie decided to Jean-Claude Van Damme accidentally kicks a harmless thug while rehearsing for
his ballet act in the action film "Knock Off."
come up with such an original
idea.
•Simon Birch (Sept 11) - Oliver Platt,
•Rounders (Sept 11) - Matt Damon,
•Digging to China (Sept 11) - Kevin
Edward Norton, Martin Landau, John David Strathairn, Ashley Judd, Ian Smith, Bacon, Evan Rachel Wood. A lonely
Turturro, John Malkovich. Damon stars as Jim Carrey. This movie is being called a nine-year old girl (Wood) befriends an
Mike, a stqdent putting himself through comedy-drama about baseball, fate and extremely alienated mentally retarded
law school by playing poker. The poker destiny inspired by the 1989 John Irving man (Bacon). This sounds a bit odd, but
genius accidently loses his entire tuition in -novel "A Prayer For Owen Meany". The with the clever Oscar winner Tim~thy
one hand and
film follows Simon as he searches for his Hutton making his directorial debut it
swears to never play again. Alas, Mike is destiny after he accidently kills his best might just surprise you.
•Permanent Midnight (Sept 16) - Ben
drawn back into the game when his best friend's mother. Fans of "The Truman
friend, Worm (Norton), gets out of prison Show" will be delighted to learn that Jim Stiller, Elizabeth Hurley, Janeane
and asks for his help. Sounds pretty inter- Carrey takes on yet another serious role as Garofalo, Maria Bello. Stiller stars in this
esting and with Damon being such a box- the movie's narrator. Be sure to bring the
true story of a TV sitcom writer with a
office draw, this one is sure to do just fine. tissues.
heroin habit. It's based on the autobiogra-

phy of Jerry Stahl, the "Alf' scribe who
used to have a nasty, nasty habit. Early
buzz on this one ·is that Stiller is extraordinary in his first attempt at a dramatic
role. But don't worry folks, he still gets in
a punchline here or
there.
•One True Thing (Sept 18) - Renee
Zellweger, Meryl Streep, William Hurt,
Tom Everett Scott . Zellweger stars as a
feisty Manhattan magazine writer who is
forced to return home to come to terms
with her dying mother. While home, she
learns more about herself and her parents
than she ever thought possible. Sounds
like a good chick flick to me!
•Rush Hour (Sept 18) - Jackie Chan,
Chris Tucker. Okay, everybody, go back
up to the top of this article and reread the
preview of "Knock Off'. Got it? Now
think about that exact same plot, but substitute Jackie Chan for Jean-Claude Van
Damme and Chris Tucker for _Tsui Hark.
Presto! You now know the plot of "Rush
Hour". What was that I said earlier about
action writers coming up with all sorts of
original ideas lately? You get the point.
. •Pecker (Sept 25) - Edward Furlong,
Christina Ricci, Martha Plimpton. This
movie is the infamous John Water's satire
of the New York art world. Furlong stars
as a Baltimore sandwich shop clerk who
becomes an instant hit when his family
photos wow some New York art collectors. Sounds like a pretty cute plot. Oh,
and just for clarification, the title refers to
Furlong's little habit of pecking at his
food.

There· are

some things
college

does-n 't

prepare
you ± . .or...

SouthPark night
Come watch Kenny get killed!
WEDNESDAY:

Enjoy $1 SouthPaw Longnecks from 9-11 p.m.
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Liz Phair
Whitechocolatespacegg
(Matador)
Out from tbe crowd of female vocalists,
Liz Phair makes her third album. She continues her astounding trend of fused lo-fi,
indie-rock production techniques and
styles with the sensibility and structure of
classic singer/songwriters. Phair can be
confident that her third album will mimic
the success of her 1993 debut album Exile
in Guyville, which by spring of '94 sold
200,000 copies as an independent release.
"Big Tall Man" offers an organic foundation of melodic effects. Her voice floats
with the river of beautiful musical arrangements and shadow harmonies. A number
of special guests are featured on her album
as well. "Fantasize" features R.E.M. 's
drummer Bill Berry, bassist Mike Mills,
and guitarist Peter Buck. Liz Phair, of
course, is the shiniest gem of this long
awaited album.

Generate

Kid Roel<

(FFRRJ

Devil without a Cause
(Atlantic/ Lava)

After a day of 95 degree Central Florida
sunshine and heat, cool down with the icy
flavors of a popular local dj. key's release
includes twelve tracks of mixed dance colors, which should keep anyone from
remaining still. All songs were produced
by key and are filled with modem and
past sounds. He reaches into the early 90's
and nicely adds them to the modem rhythmic beats found at the night spots of today.
The record is strongest as an instrumental
compilation in which all the songs are
linked together from track to track, making
the album one streaming dance tune.
key's mixing magic may be the next new
cold front to drift across the nation, so consider this a chance to hear his beats before
he escapes Orlando's dance scene. key
knows how to cool you down while sweating on the heate.d dance floor.

a

- good.

The Infinite Posse
A Stereo Couple
(Sunburn)
Infinite Posse is another group who
explores the electronic arena. With the rise
of eager participants looking for new ways
to express their musical talent, electronic
music has become increasingly popular.
Using samples of cool sounds and melodic vocals, The Infinite Posse has created a
pretty decent CD. All the music was performed, produced, and arranged by Lee
Howard with the help of Wade Randolph
Hampton, David Caskey and Robbie
Proctor and featuring the vocals of Adie
White. You can't really dance to this CD,
its a little too slow for that. But it is enjoyable, especially the song "One Sun,"
which is first on the CD. It might remind
you of Enigma. Adie White does an excellent job with the vocals and it would have
been nice to hear more of her, seeing as
how her vocals were only used for two or
three songs. Overall 1 this CD is pretty

Kid Rock is a local rapper from Detroit,
who combines rap and metal for an interesting sound. One that I have to say I really did not enjoy. The music was alright but
his voice kind of ruins it . This is actually
Kid Rock's fifth CD. Each song was
extremely different ranging from songs
like "Cowboy," which had more guitar
strings, but I'm not sure how much a local
rapper from Detroit knows about being a
cowboy. And "Devil without a Cause,''
which came off like he was some hard core
gangster, with language you don't want
your younger brothers or sisters listening
to. Even his own mom said "I find hi~
music disturbing and a terrible embarrassment." And let this just go on record no·
every white boy can rap. He gets props fo1
trying something different, but sorry Kie
Rock, maybe next time.

•
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(not in credit cards)
Introducing the New American
Express® Credit Card for Students.
Live for today.
Build for tomorrow.
The New American Express Credit
Card for Students is a resource you
can depend on. With benefits like- big
airfare savings, free credit information,
and no annual fee, it'll help you get the
most from your student years-and
help you build a solid financial
foundation for the future.

•

•

LL T LL fREc 1-877-NO-FEE-4U TO
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Get down and uet tunkV
By STACEY COPELAND
Staff Writer
Is everyone ready to salsa?
The salsa is just one of the
many dances featured in the
cute new comedy/dance flick
"Dance With Me".
The movie stars Puerto
Rican pop singer Chayanne as
Rafaellnfante, a handsome young Cuban searching for his
past. Rafael takes a handyman job at the floundering
Excelsior Dance Studio to get to know the owner, John
Burnett (Kris Kristofferson), the man who just also happens to be his father. Unfortunately, John doesn't even
know· that Rafael exists. When Rafael arrives in Texas he
soon realizes that his work is cut out for him. The studio
is run down and a few people also seem to be in need of
some repair.
We are introduced to Ruby (Vanessa L. Williams), a
reserved single mom with a chip on her shoulder. Ruby is
a dance instructor and onetime dance champion determined to recapture her standing as a top International
Latin Ballroom competitor. As Rafael watches Ruby
dance, he realizes that she knows all the steps but she
doesn't "feel" the music. When Rafael offers to help her,
she laughs and asks him what he could possibly know
about dancing. His reply? He laughs and states, "I'm
Latin. Of course I know how to dance." As they dance, is
seems inevitable that romance begins to blossom. But, of
course, the ultra-cool Ruby fights the attraction and refuses to fall in love. But she can't resist forever. I mean, come
on, the boy even has dimples!
~
The chemistry between the pair is wonderful, but they
play rather predictable roles. She, the aloof single mother who has been hurt one too many times by men and he,
the slightly dangerous drifter who longs to brin~ passion
'

•

•
Special to the Future

Vanessa L. Williams and Chayanne get down with their bad selves in the comedy ''Dance With Me."
and joy into her life.
But the dance scenes are amazing and visually stunning ..
You'll be thinking something along the lines of how anyone could possibly do dances that are so complicated.
Heck, most people have trouble learning the two-step.
Despite this fact, the movie is likely to inspire quite a few
people to get their booties on the dance floor. But just
wait until someone falls off the dance floor and breaks a
bodily appendage. Then all the couch potatoes turned
dancers will head back to their armchairs and Seinfeld
reruns.

.. Sprint

ATTENTION ALUMNI OF

~+'

On Over to Kelly
& Work for Us!!!
Kelly Sei;vices is recruiting for
Sprint TELECENTERs, Inc
at the Research Park location.

· We need highly
motivated individuals
with the following:

Various Artists Baby: Austin D
'.~:~ptice
)t;ll~ Mad Caddies - ..., .........,..,,,,,,""'
~t'@d Cover
Ki>'
w0~0. Tribe Called Qu
~lttMA Way (single)
'L;~:.. . .

<

• Customer Service
Background
• Sale Abilities
• Excellent People Skills
•Commitment to LongTerm Project
Kelly can offer you:
• $7 /Hour Guaranteed
•·Bonuses & Incentives
• Paid Training
• Fun Environment

Energetic individuals call Kelly
Services at

788-4732
Equal Opportunity Employer
Never an Applicant Fee

At 2 hours and 7 minutes the movie runs a tad long so
make sure to take a potty break before you find your seat.
The movie drags a tiny bit toward the end and you might
be tempted to yell "Oh, hurry up and get together already!
I had a Big Gulp on the way to the theater!" So yes, the
movie is a little predictable and yes, it's a little slow at
times but it's definitely worth it. You'll leave the theater
with that cool little fuzzy feeling in the pit of your stomach and a silly grin on your face. And after you've
flunked your Biology midterm, yqu might need that little
high.

, .

The National Young Leaders
Conference, Washington, DC
-orThe National Youth
Leadership Forums
on Law, Medicine, or Defense

•

•

-

If you are a·freshman or
sophomore, there is a prestigious
on-campus leadership opportunity
we have been asked
to discuss with you.
.

Please call 1-800-781-7185 no
later than Septelllber 9 and ask to
speak with one of the program
co-founders: Barbara or Richard

(f
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Travel Advisors
Landscane maintance help needed.
STA Travel has immediate openings for Male or Female, Flexible schedule, will train
Ff regular staff in our UCF location
GOOD PAY. Taking care of lush landscapes
in a mainly residential setting in the
Hewlett-Packard 48GX Graphic Expandable Ideal candidates are energetic, well travAltamonte Springs area Part or Full time.
elled and have a passion for offering
Calculator-Required of all Engineering
Must have transportation,
great service Send resume to Greg 407Majors. Used for Calculus 3, Differential
Phone, and reference
Equations and Physics. Like new. $125
541-2003
Call 651-6666 and leave a voice mail.
Hewlett-Packard 12C Calculator-Ex'cellent
for number crunching and statistical analysis TELEMARKETER NEEDED, FOR PROFESSIONAL
OFFICE PART-TIME, EXPERIENCE REQUIRED,
Appointment Setters: guarantee
of engineering numbers. Like new $40
GUARANTEED HOURLY PAY PLUS BONUS
Package price for both $140
$8/hr + commission. Looking for
294-8024
Call 291-3195 No Personal Checks
dependable people w/ a good speaking
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l v o i c e . Work for the world leaders in fitFor Rent: "Mother-in-law's house" Eat
LUCERNE MEDICAL CENTER HAS INIERNSHIPS
Orlando about 4 miles from UCF, Furnished, iWAILABLE IN MARKETING, ACTIVITIES cooRDr- ness marketing. Part or full time availUpstairs Loft, $300 per month includes all
NATION GERIATRICS, & ADMINISTRATIONS
able. Close to UCF 671-2727
utilities Call 366-2545 For further info.
IF INTERESTED CALL 649-6222

FOR RENT

..
•

I

Now Hiring Student Notetakers
Earn Money while You Study
Send Application Requests to:
on! inenotes@onlinenotes.com

SALE

FOR SALE: 93 Yamaha Seca II $2,500
3.5 Hp mower with bagger $50
King Waterbed with feather mattress $lOO
CAii Jeff Turley 737-1208

STUDENT NEEDED TO WORK EITHER
MORNING OR AFTERNOON IN

WOODS HOME.

8 MINUTES FROM UCF $350 + 1/3 UTILITIES.
CALL 293-9218
MS OFFICE 97 WORD, EXCEL, POWER Pr,
ACCESS, OUTLOOK, SEALED $79 TAKES IT!
365-0998

1971 VOLKSWAGEN VAN 12,000 MILES
ON ENGINE/TRANSMISSION. NEW STARTER,
GENERATOR, TIE-RODS, TIRES. ALPINE CD
PLAYER/SPEAKERS. VIPER ALARM. SMALL
DENT ON ENGINE COVER
& REAR QUARTER PANEL.
$1,000 CALL 407-381-9739
GRUNGE8383@AOL.COM

1---------------

RrvER RUN CHRISTlAN CHURCH IS
LOOKING FOR MUSICIANS FOR A NEW
CONTEMPORARY CHURCH DESIGNED WITH
COLLEGE STUDENTS IN MIND.
IF INTERESTED CALL MITCH TODD,
PASTOR OF CREATIVE ARTS
@ (407) 977-LIFE (5433)

..

Living Yoga
classes Mon and Wed Evenings Discounted
Prices available For Info Call 302-7933

Learn an .integrated system 0 f mart1a
. 1 arts
form 5 black belt instructors! Coed beginners
classes are now forming.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
Classes are T & TH 8-9:00 PM in the Ed
Bldg's multipurpose room. Call 657-3907 or
277-4408 for more info. Open House/Demo
T, 911 & Th 9/3 at 8:30 PM,
Free refreshment!

I

LEARN SWING NOW!!!
Get in on the hottest dance craze around! ·
<:'.all For dates, times and location of classes.
Call Nannette 677-7769
$1250

FUNDRAISER
Credit Card fundraiser for student organizations. You've seen other groups
doing it, now it's your turn. One week
is all it takes. NO gimmicks, No tricks,
No obligation. Call of information
today. 1-800-932-0528 X 65
www.ocmconcepts.com

POSITIONS AVAIL. IMMEDIATELY! FULL
FLEXIBLE HOURS-GREAT PAY EsTABL!SHED
TIME, PART TIME UCF CAMPUS
SMALL LANDSCAPING COMPANY SEEKS
CUSTODIAL WORKERS, $5.50 -$6.00 2ND
FOREMAN & LABORERS FOR FULL OR PART TIME
AND 3RD SHIFT
WORK. -- CALL 365-4458

LEARN TO DANCE!!
WE TEACH ANY DANCE rnAT YOU MUST
HAVE A PARTNER TO DO. BE ABLE3 TO
DANCE AT EVERY CLUB OR FUNplON.
CALL Now! NANNETTE 677-7769

ROOMMATES

A CARING AND RELIABLE SITTER NEEDED FOR A
SEVEN YEAR ow BOY. EXPERIENCE, REFERVALET PARKING ATTENDANTS NEEDED $6ENCES AND TRANSPORTATION REQUIRED.
$12 PER HOUR. PT/ Ff CLEAN CUT
AFrERNOOt< HOURS. CALL TO DISCUSS
APPEARANCE CALL DC>UG 719-8730
AFTER 6:30 PM@ 407-365-8797

UCF GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL
STUDENT UNION MEETS TuESDAYS AT 8
PM INT.HE STUDENT UNION. JOIN U,S!

Share a three bedroom _home. 15 min.
from UCF. N/S, N/D available immediately. Rent $325, $100 security
d
't Pl
Call 366 7523
eposi • ease
•

&BOARD.SMALLSTIPENSNEED RECOMMENDATIONS
WITHING TWO MILES OR UCF
CALL FOR INTERVIEW 407-207-1456

FAST GROWTH COMPANY LOTS OF
OPPORTUNITY FAX RESUME: 407-244-

3122 WWW.EAGLESCEO.COM

---------------i._:.P:LE::A.::S.::E_:C:.:_A.::L:L.:_N;,_:0:_W~2~7_:5..:-2::2:_:0:,::0_:E:X.:.:T..:3:_.r--------------1

The Best Part-Time Job in Town!
Part-Time Hours =Full Time Pay
•

Need a computer or a laptop?
No money down l00% financing W.A.C.
Like to earn extra income Call me Now 3843045. www.web ibiz.com/rninshew

200,000 - 5 MILLION LUXURY HOME
FINANCING STATE WIDE COMPETITIVE
RATES - CALL ME MOORE FOR FREE
ANALYSTS - 1-888-860-1600
EXT. 504-480

AND INTERNSHJP POSITIONS AVAILABLE

HELP WANTED
MUSICIAN'S WANTED!

SERVICES

Free Calling Card Perfect to call
home! -- Only 19 cents a min. anywhere in
the continental US overseas Rates available.
No surcharges of any kind. Activate to get
your free card, send SASE to PO Box 677157
Orlando, FL 32867-7157

TYPING SERVICES, MY HOME EVENCNGS
CALL TERRY 843-2111 DAY - 352-3756
EVENING $.10/WD; $1.50/PG

FEMALE HOUSE - TEEN SITTER. ROOM

I

I

Rurn's CHRIS STEAK HousE, A FINE
DlNING RESTAURANT, IS LOOKING FOR
RESPONSIBLE, DEPENDABLE INDIVIDUALS.
SHIFTS AVAILABLE EVERY EVENING.
APPLY IN PERSON MONDAY-SATURDAY
BETWEEN 1 :00-4:00 PM
999 DOUGLAS AVENUE (INSIDE INTERfOR
DECOR CENTER), ALTAMONTE SPRINGS.
EOE

i---------------.a.
UCF Butokukan Club

PART TIME MARKETING ASSISTANT

Typing-Day/Evening-IN MY HOME.
$.10/WD;; $1.50/PG CALL BEVERLY
249-1966

HOST/HOSTESS NEEDED

10 year telecommunication company
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
starting network marketing of LD serI need five ladies to sell roses in top nightvice and business. 70% strick profits
clubs, Pointe Orlando, Roxies, 8 Seconds,
Backstage! Earn $15-$25 per hour, make an
fund Christian foundation, charities. ·
easy 75.00 to 200.00 per night! No uniforms,
CALL 841-8419
flexible hours, full time Gr part time Hours are
9:00-2:00 nightly from Wednesday thru
Sunday Need car, be assertive, outgoing, and MONEY SEEKS YOU! SALES AND MARKETING
COMPANY GROWING FAST W/ ALL POS!T!ONS
have smiling personality Wed have fun and
AVAILABLE ACT ON THIS GREAT OPPORTUNlTY
the night goes by quickly! Join our team!
831-8303
Renee 977-0449
t--:::~-=~""7:=:::=::-:::::::-:::=::::::-:::-::--t--------------~
GRAPHIC ARTIST POSITION Pff
Experienced with MAC operations & proWANTED: DYNAMIC PERSON To
grams for magazine layout & de.sign. Working HAVE
SPEAKOWN
AT LOCAL AREA HJGH SCHOOLS. MUST
TRANSPORTATION AND AT LEAST 2
knowledge of scanning and importation of
DAYS OPEN PER WEEK. $25 PER/HR AVG.
graphics. Position can become full-time posi- CALL RYAN OR JUSTIN AT 1_800 _472_7501.
tion for right person. Need innovative &
creative individual.
TO ADVERTISE IN THE
Flexible hours for right person.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Call Ben Moseley @ ME! Publishing
CALL 977-] 009
407/351-1973 FAX 407/522-0878 E-mail@
ME4NEWS@aol.com

---------------1

t-

Busy

FLOWER SHOP... 249-0500

1----------------'
Two ROOMS FOR RENT IN ALAFAYA

SAVE UP TO 80% ON ALL DENTAL SERVICE! VISION CARE NA NATCONAL PRESCRIPTION PLAN INCLUDED. IMMEDIATE COVERAGE $9.00 PER MONTH 15
FOR ENTIRE HOUSE HOLD.
CALL 407-592-3605

When You are a Part of the Dialamerica Marketing Team. vou get:
*Top Commissions $$$
*Guaranteed Salary
*Paid Training
*Advancement Opportunities
*Tuition Reimbursement

*Fun, Professional·Environment
*Flexible Schedules
*Unlimited Earning Potential
*Weekly Paychecks
*401k Plan

still waiting for the

lonerv to nav on?

In the meantime, call Kelly Services for hot
Jobs at Aerial communications.

Be a Part of
America's
#1 Team!

• Direct Sales Representatives
• Side-by-Side Representatives
• Retail Sales Representatives
Qualifications
* 1-2 years Sales Experience Preferred
* Team Player
* Energetic and Highly Motivated
* Cold Calling experience needed for
Direct Sales
We Offer
* Hourly Pay Plus Commission
* Part Time and Full Time Positions
* Temporary to Full Time
* Benefit Options

Immediate Positions Available!

Call Or Fax Your Resume Today

"

Two Convienient Locations:
Winter Park
and
3592 AlomaAve. Suite 6
Winter Park, FL. 32792

(407) 673-9700
in the Winter Park Commerce Center

Phone (407) 893-7647
Fax (407) 893-7740

Orlando
4205 Vineland Rd. Suite L-3
Orlando, FL. 32811

(407) 649-9606
near Universal Studios

People
Talking
To People ...

You called. • We

answered~
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Iowa State professor
invents AIDS treatment
By ELLYN PETERSON
Iowa State Daily
An Iowa State professor's discovery of a
treatment to help AIDS patients gain muscle mass was unveiled recently to 12,000
scientists and activists at the World AIDS
Conference in Geneva.
Steven Nissen, professor of animal science and founder of MTI BioTech Inc.,
located in Iowa State University's
Research Park, invented Juven, a dietary
supplement designed to slow muscle deterioration.
Muscle loss occurs when disease or trauma places additional nutritional demands
on the body. These stresses can diminish
appetite, causing the body to use protein
stored within muscles. Over time, muscles
become smaller, weaker and less flexible.
"In a few months, an AIDS victim can
go from looking normal to wasting away,"
Nissen said. "We breathe through muscles,
and if you can't cough you get pneumonia."
The results of the two-year study involving the nonprescription amino acid formula show dramatic results for AIDS patients
that could have a far-reaching impact over
the next few years.
The clinical study involved AIDS
patients who had lost at least 5 percent of
their body weight during the preceding
two months and compared patients taking
Juven to those taking a placebo in a double-blind test.
During the eight-week study, patients
taking Juven gained an average of 6 112
pounds, 5 112 pounds of it muscle, while
the placebo group continued to lose an
average of l 1/2 pounds of muscle -0ver
the eight-week period.
"We designed the product to protect
these patients from further loss, so we
assumed that as our body of data grew, the
results would level out. Instead they just
got stronger," Nissen said.
Nissen said they performed the study on
AIDS patients because the changes are
larger in AIDS patients.
"There are a hundred cancers and only
one AIDS," he said. "[AIDS] is more

homogenous than the specific types of
cancer.
"Over the next two years we plan to take
this further to cancer victims and others
suffering from terminal diseases," Nissen
said.
The key ingredient in Juven is HMB
(beta-hydroxy-beta-methylbutyrate),
which Nissen discovered after years of
research at ISU. HMB quickly became
one of the best selling sports supplements
on the market because it helps prevent
muscle breakdown, Nissen said.
"We knew that all three ingredients in
Juven, HMB, L-glutamine and L-argine, ·
were safe and independently supply key
building blocks for the muscle cell,"
Nissen said.
Nissan and nine other employees of MTI
BioTech came up with the name Juven
after playing around with variations of the
word "rejuvenate."
"It pretty much tastes like Tang," Nissen
said. "We spent a lot of time designing it
so people would like it. A study showed
that 70 percent of the people prefer
orange, so we started with that."
MTI Biotech is planning to release several different flavors, but regardless of
taste, Juven produces results, Nissen said.
"This stuff works as good, if not better,
than the drugs prescribed today," he said.
Perhaps more amazing than the results is
the cost that separates Juven from other
muscle-loss therapies, Nissen said. Juven
costs $89 for a 15-day supply while
growth hormones are distributed wholesale for $1,750 a week.
However, Nissen said because Medicare
and Medicaid do not yet cover the cost of
Juven, it will be an uphill battle to make
the formula as widely used as the prescription formulas.
"[Payment] comes out of [the patients']
operating funds," he said. "It's incredible
the drugs these people have to take. Even
a dollar a day is a lot of money to these
folks," Nissen said.
Nissen said he feels the use of Juven will
be widespread in six months. The product
is expected to hit shelves in health_food
stores soon, he said. -

IOOo/o FREE
COLLEGE TUITION
Why put off college when the Florida Army
National Guard can get you there right now?
When you serve part-time in the Guard, you
can attend school full-time while earning
educational benefits like:
• 100% Free College Tuition
• Montgomery G.I. Bill
• Tuition Assistance
• An extra paycheck
Some schools even give credit for Guard
training and service. Find out how much fun
getting to school can be.
Call Today:

1-800-GO-GUARD
www.1800goguard.com
FLORIDA
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LEARN SWING NOW!
• Get in on the hottest dance craze around! •
BEGINNERS SWING
Call now for dates, times and locations of classes.

Each 6-week session
is $55/person.
You must pre-register
for classes.

•

•

'f

100 FREE minutes. And just 10¢ a minute to
Kinda makes it hard to keep quiet.
)

anywh~re

in the U.S.

.

~

Sign up for an AT&T One Rate® plan ind your first 100 minutes are FREE.*

!mt

Whatever your calling needs are AT&T has a One Rate plan that's right for you.

AT&T One Rate® Plus: I 0¢ a minute-one low rate all the time on state-to-state ~alls
you dial from home. Whoever. Whenever. Wherev~r you call in th~ U.S. And just

"'

a $4.95 monthly fee.

AT&T One Rate® Off Peak: I0¢ a minute on your state-to-state, direct dialed calls
from home from 7pm-7am and all weekend long; 25¢ a minute all other times.
And there's no monthly fee :*

Sign up with AT&T and get I 00 minutes FREE.

Call I 800 654-0471
and mention offer code 59917
or visit www.att.com/college/np.html

It 's a II w it hi n
•Terms and cond1t1ons apply. Free minutes prumot1on applies to first full monthly bill. Unu~ed
minutes cannot be earned ovec Offer expires I Oil Si98. Offer based on cho1c~ of AT& l One
Rate Plus or AT&T One Rate Off Peak Pian Plans sub1~ct to billing av•dab1h\)' In-state rates vary.
$3 monthly minimum usage applies to One Rate Off Peak Plan. Call for 0jeta1I>. ©1998 ft.T& T

yo

u r

r e a c h .®

ATs.T
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Black bombs gold in final scrimmage
By TRAVIS BELL
Staff Writer
Entering the 1998 season, senior quarterback Daunte Culpepper lacked a few
milestones that had eluded him. Among
them is the Reisman Trophy, a winning
season in Division I-A, and participation
in a bowl game. However, this past
Saturday Culpepper accomplished something that he had almost earned three times
before but fell just short: a victory in a
Black & Gold scrimmage, kind of.
"It's a Black and Gold game, but not
really," Culpepper said. "Since it's the
traveling squad against the scout team,
we're expected to win, but I guess you
take what you can get."
Culpepper took the varsity Black squad
to a 46-0 drubbing over the Gold scout
team, completing 17-of-23 passes for 213
yards and two touchdowns. The Black
dominated the game, gaining 397 yards
compared to -1 total yards for the Gold.
"I thought the game went pretty well,"
coach Mike Kruczek said. "We didn't have
a lot of breakdowns in substitutions which
is always a problem. We had some dumb

penalties with holds ... and it_ causes us
problems."
Despite the total domination, a few
mistakes occurred for the Black that raised
a few eyebrows. The first two drives
res~lted in turnovers. Culpepper was intercepted to end the first drive after being
forced out of the pocket, while the following drive concluded when Charles Lee
fumbled in Gold territory after a 14-yard
pass from Culpepper.
"We had some turnovers, obviously
that will hurt you in a ball game that we
have to try to rectify," Kruczek said. "I
think the kids just have to come out and
focus. But overall I think it went pretty
well."
After a strong defensive stand held the
Gold at the 2-yard line on the opening
drive, the Black squad took over and had
Mike Grant gain 12 yards on the first play,
setting up a 29-yard touchdown pass from
Culpepper the Kenny Clark, giving the
Black a 7-0 with 5:02 remaining in the first
quarter.
The next two Black possessions resulted in consecutive Fred Waczewski field
goals from 45 and 40 yards out to give the

Black a 13-0 lead with 42 seconds remaining in the quarter. After a Gold fumble on
their own 11-yard line, Grant ran consecutive plays, with his last run resulting in a
seven-yard touchdown run at the end of
the opening quarter.
"I thought Fred Waczewski did very
well kicking the football," Kruczek said.
"On kickoffs and field goals he did an outstanding job."
Leading 20-0, Marv Richardson
recorded a safety at the onset of the second
quarter. After three consecutive Culpepper
completions, the Black was on the board
again, scoring on a 40-yard bomb to Mark
N onsant down the sideline. Finally, a nineplay drive covered 49 yards,_ culminating
in a 22-yard field goal by Chad Downey at
the half for a 32-0 lead.
The Black defense began the second
half just as they had played the first half,
shutting down the Gold offense. Backups
Jason Thorpe and Omari Howard took
over right where Culpepper and Grant left
off, with Thorpe completing two passes for
24 yards before letting Howard do the rest.
Howard ran four times for 37 yards,
including a 20-yard scamper that set up his

•

five-yard touchdown.
The Gold defense held up until the final
drive of the game that resulted in a 7-yard
touchdown pass from Thorpe to Tyson
Hinshaw. Thorpe's final numbers were
impressive, as he totaled 113 yards on 9of-10 passing with one touchdown.
Lee and Clark were the main receivers,
combining for 151 yards. Lee pulled down
six catches and made up for his earlier
fumble with 85 yards. Meanwhile, Clark
gained 66 yards on five grabs. Grant was
the other offensive star for the Black, rushing for 54 yards on eight carries.
On the defensive side, Richardson and
Josh McKibben led the charge. Richardson
recorded four solo tackles with four for
losses, one sack, and a safety. McKibben
tallied seven stops (four solo) with a fumble recovery. Also, Tommy Shavers and
Tony Hardman added four tackles apiece.
"All those inside (defensive linemen)
guys played well," Kruczek said. "Of
course, you have to look at who their playing against. As long as we got the effort
each and every play, that they didn't loaf
and they played at top speed is what I was
looking for."
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The 1998 women's schedule is graced with four teams from last year's NCAA Tournament, making it one of the toughest in school history.

Women's soccer looks
to return to prominence
Monica Holschauer, and Gretchen Lindsay, while
- freshman Samantha Ellis joins the squad.
Senior Kim Shrum returns to lead the front
After dominating the Trans America Athletic line after moving to defense in 1997 out of necesConference from 1993-96, the UCF women's sity. Shrum has 27 career points and will comsoccer team suffered their first losing season in bine with Harris for a strong 1-2 punch. Erin Volz
1997 with an 8-10-2 record. However, the returns as a forward, while Howell and Lindsay
Knights 10 losses came against teams that were will see action up front as well. Michelle
Anderson joins the team and will add strength up
either nationally or regionally ranked.
After facing the toughest schedule in school front after an Olympic Development Program.
"We usually try and get a real tough nonhistory, UCF returns nine of 11 starters from the
1997 squad, and they feel confident heading into conference schedule because that prepares us for
the 1998 campaign that they can once again chal- · the conference schedule," Richter said. "The first
lenge for the TAAC Championship. The Knights three games are probably our toughest consecuwill be looking to regain their stature after losing tive games of our schedule."
The Knights battle two nationally ranked
2-0 to Georgia State in last year's TAAC
teams to begin the 1998 season. The Florida
Championship game.
"It was a heart-breaker (to lose to Georgia Gators travel to Orlando for the season opener
State)," coach Karen Richter said. "The kids ranked #4 by Soccer America. The Knights then
have lived with that and trained with that, and travel to Athens, Ga. for the ' UGA Tournament
they are very hungry to get that back. I think we where they will battle 17th-ranked Georgia, and
have the ability and leadership to get that back." then face either Florida State or Syracuse, both
Goalkeeper Alyssa O'Brien, after being regionally ranked. Joining Florida and Georgia
selected to play in the U.S. Soccer Festival this as 1997 NCAA Tournament participants on the
summer, leads the Knights into action this year UCF schedule are UNC-Greensboro and
after earning All-TAAC honors in her first three Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
"Florida was instantly a rivalry for us, and
seasons. O'Brien has been rewriting the UCF
record books, with a ·'chance to break many they returned almost everybody off one of the
school records this season. She currently ranks best teams last year," Richter said. "We're real
seconds in career saves (310) and fourth in career anxious to get back at Georgia (after a 2-1 loss
shutouts (22) and goals-against average (1.37). last season), then we play either Florida State or
Sophomore Maria Banuls returns as the backup Syracuse. Those three games will give us a good
in net after seeing action in three games last year. judge of where we want to be at the end of the
"She (O'Brien) is a_great leader and a great season."
In TAAC action, the Knights are predicted to
athlete," Richter said. "She's had a great career
so far, and she deserves to be in the record win the East Division while rival Georgia State is
books."
picked to win the West. Both schoolS'-were selectThe defense is experienced and will help ed as co-champions to win the conference tourO'Brien hold the opponents to few scoring nament. Also this season, Jacksonville joins the
opportunities. Junior Margarette Auffant and TAAC after the departure of past rival Florida
sophomore Sarah Pharr. Leathers return after International.
"I'll miss the FIU rivalry because that was
starting all 20 games in the backfield. Senior
Christina Webb, who played in 16 games, will our biggest rivalry, and that changes the dynamadd depth to the backfield, while Alison Thomas, ics and Georgia State will step in and be our
Claire Kohake, and Noelle Brown finish out the biggest rival," Richter said. "Jacksonville is really unknown to us and that's what scares me the
defense.
Senior Danya Harris returns to the center most."
The Knights will be looking to improve
midfielder position after leading the team in
upon
their deceptive losing record from last seagoals (10) and points (22) last season, ,earning
her All-TAAC honors. Wendy Wiltsey started all son, but will be tested early and often. However,
20 games with a team leading four assists along- UCF should again challenge for the TAAC
side Harris, while Kohake started 18 games at Championship, and will certainly be ready for a
midfield as well. Also returning in the midfield possible NCAA Tournament trip thanks to the
are Alice Uhlir, Christie Martell, Cally Howell, tough schedule.
By TRAVIS BELL
Staff Writer

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Solid start necessary for
bowl aspirations
FromPAGE24
1982, was replaced after going 010 that season. Ouch, now that's
pressure, Coach Kruczek.
S. Getting off on the right
foot Aside from the point I just
made about coaching debuts, it
will be key to get the season started with a win for confidence reasons. Who knows what would
have happened if Culpepper isn't
tripped and gets into the end zone
last season at Ole Miss. Do other
upsets follow? One thing is for
sure, UCF wouldn't have been the
best 0-3 team in the nation.
4. National respect. Thanks
to the perlormances turned in by
Edwards and Rattay against Big
Red, the nation has even more of
a reason to keep an eye on this
one. Daunte Culpepper alone
would have brought attention to
this one, but now the stakes are
even higher. From a national perspective, Louisiana Tech isn·' t on
the level of Purdue or Auburn so
UCF will have to carve out their
niche on a lower rung of the totem
pole before ascending. Obviously,
with victories come national
attention, making Culpepper's
chances for the Reisman improve
greatly.
3. Big game road victory.
UCF has proven they can be competitive with anyone on the road,
but they have yet to cross that hurdle to victory. With tough mad
games against the aforementioned
Boilermakers, Rockets, and
Tigers still to come, this game
will not only prepare UCF for
future battles, but gives them a
chance to earn their stripes in
front of a small (30,600), but bois-

terous sell-out crowd.
2. Gene Chizik's defense. It's
time to unveil the defense. As
good as the offense will be, it's
going to be the defensive unit that
ultimately decides how far the
Knights will go. Not only is the
coordinator new, but the defense
is young and unproven.
Regardless, the talent is there.
Can UCF's secondary, who last
year gave up 551 passing yards to
Jose Davis of Kent, do what
Nebraska couldn't, and contain
Rattay and Edwards. Will the disguised scheme work? There is no
stronger test offensively on
UCF's schedule better equipped
to provide answers for UCF than
Louisiana Tech and their explosive offense.
And the number one reason ....
1. Bowl possibilities. Yes, it's
not even the first game yet, but
we're already talking bowl. And
why not? Those are the expectations the program has for itself
this year. Bottomline, there are
few bowl berths available that
don't have conference tie-ins. The
ones that do have at-large bids
will also be looking for elite conference teams that were left out of
the shuffle. That means that aside
from
Notre
Dame,
the
Independents will be hard pressed
to receive an invitation. Although
one may come, it will almost definitely be only one,· meaning that
if thes@ two teams have the success expected of them this season,
the tie-breaker may be this contest
on the first full weekend of the
college football season. Could
a more important reason
there
why this shapes up as a must-win
game?
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Unfinished business awaits men's soccer squad
By TRAVIS BELL
Staff Writer

•
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and third in points (98). He also is first
and second in single-season records for
goals, points, and shots.
Joining Ritvanen up front from last
year's squad are Arno Nurmisto, Ari
Nurmi, and Abede Edwards. Nurmisto
was a great counterpart for Ritvanen, tallying 30 points with 13 goals. Nurmi
totaled nine points while Edwards added
four. Freshman Remi Hariz headlines the
newcomers on the front line along with
Vidar Halgunset and Thomas Zuehlke.
Hariz, a native of Norway, scored an
amazing 66 of his high school's 75 goals
last season while leading them to a district
championship.
"Remi (Hariz) will be a good player
for us, but he hasn't played a college soccer game yet," Winch said. "Him and
Heikki Ritvanen hopefully can start
yelling. Ari Nurmi can score goals as
well."
Rami Vehmas, Matt Schmidt, and
Richard O'Sullivan lead the midfielders
who have to replace the loss of Neil
Thompson aqd Eric Case. Vehmas is one
of the school's most prolific distributors
of the ball, ranking fourth in assists for
both a single season (nine) and his career
(16). Schmidt filled in for the injured
O'Sullivan last season, scoring four goals.
O_'Sullivan returns after starting 12
Photo by Kevin Cother
games as a freshman in 1996. Six newLaitinen 's impressive spring has vaulted
comers will look for playing time in the
him into the starting goalkeeper position.
middle.
The backfield suffered the biggest
loss heading into this season. Junior cap- Jason Kirk's 13 points were also lost to
tain Riki Riikilahti graduated early, pass- graduation. Sarni Teittinen and Andy
ing up his final year of eligibility, while Kirkpatrick are the only returning backs

An 8-3 start to the 1997 season had the
UCF men's soccer team flying high atop
the Trans America Athletic Conference
East Division with three games remaining
and playoff hopes on their minds.
However, an 0-3 finish in TAAC play
dropped the team from first to fourth in
the standings, dashing hopes of any postseason appearance .
Now the Knights enter the 1998 campaign with unfinished business on their
mind. Nevertheless, last season was a success for UCF who finished the year 12-6,
defeating Florida International twice
when they were ranked #2 (2-1) and #3
(3-2) in the nation.
"This is the best team talent wise we'll
have in the six years I've been here,"
coach Bob Winch said. "We have a lot
more depth and all our key players returning."
The men's squad begins this season as
the pre-season TAAC favorite during the
regular season according to the conference coaches. The Knights return seven
starters from a team that was ranked as
high as 13th by Soccer America last season and finished with the most NCAA
Division I wins in school history.
Junior All-American forward Heikki
Ritvanen leads the charge for the Knights
this season after leading the nation with
23 goals last season, one shy of his school
record 24 that he set in 1996. After just
two seasons for the Knights, Ritvanen
already ranks second in career goals (47)

for the Knights, being joined by three
newcomers.
Finally, Tuomas Tuomilehto and Antti
Laitinen return in net for a Knights' team
that allowed only 1.8 goals per game.
Tuomilehto will have to regain his starting
job from Laitinen, who gained the starting
role in the spring. Tuomilehto startedl5
games last season with two shutouts for
UCF, stopping 77 shots with a goalsagainst average of 1.78. Meanwhile,
Laitinen recorded one shutout in three
starts ( 1.54 GAA) with eight saves.
In addition to the demanding TAAC
schedule, Indiana, Florida International,
and UNC-Charlotte highlight a difficult
non-conference schedule. Indiana made it
to the 1997 NCAA Final Four before losing to UCLA, the eventual national champions. FIU continues their rivalry with
UCF des·pite leaving the TAAC, while
UNC-Charlotte has been regionally
ranked for the past few seasons.
"We'll continue to play FIU because
we know that they'll always be up there
(in the rankings),'' Winch said. "We have
a great schedule this year. We have
Indiana, who will probably be number one
or two in the country when we play them.
Then we have UNC-Charlotte here who is
always a Top 25 team."
Despite a few losses in the lineup, the
Knights have a team that could break the
all-time school record of 15 victories,
while looking for their first Division I
post-season. Unfinished business is the
objective for this year's team beginning
the season, with an NCAA berth the final
goal for an impressive UCF squad.
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------------------Volleyball wants to 1..--...
repeat, not rebuild
By JEFF CASE
Staff Writer

the last two TAAC Player-of-the-Year awards.
Defensive specialist Maribel Marcos and setter
Suzie Queisser were also lost to graduation. The
After losing four seniors, two of whom were quartet combined to produce more than threethe last two conference player-of-the~year win- quarters of the team's statistics in kills, service
ners, Miriam Ochoa knows her first season as the aces, digs and blocks last season.
UCF women ' s volleyball coach could be a
Although Queisser and Menchikova are still
"rebuilding" year.
around, having joined the coaching staff as assistant coaches, UCF's five returning veterans will
But that does not mean she believes it.
After taking over for former volleyball coach be depended upon to lead the Knights.
Laura Smith in January, Ochoa knows what she
"A lot of people don't realize we have good
people coming back. Our goals in winning
are defense and passing. I think that's one of
our key things we're looking at," Ochoa
said. "We don't have our big guns like last
year, we have utility players."
Seniors Amanda Fielding, Dawn Hoffman
and Anabel Marcos along with the junior
duo of Lisa Liljenquist and Stephanie
Noiseux face the task of directing eight new
Knights on the court.
"What they have to do more than anything
else, and I think they realize ii, is they (the
seniors) have to lead by example," Ochoa
said. "There are some days that everybody
has where they · want to relax and fool
around. What they don't realize is they have
ten other people watching them. It's a big
job for [the seniors] ... every move they
make those freshman are looking."
Ochoa said she plans on placing two freshmen, Piper Morgan and Michelle Sobczak,
in the starting lineup for the season opener
on Sept. 4 at Purdue University. While
Morgan and Sobczak have caught on quickly, Ochoa said she has at least cme concern
for her young players.
"I wasn't sure if any of the freshman would
step up and earn a starting role, but they've
really stepped up," Ochoa said. "I don't
know if it was a will to want but they've
learned the skills and caught on quick. The
only factor we see now with them is when
they start playing with competition, do they
realize yet the level Division I is and who
we're up against? I'm looking for some big
eyes and 'Wows' when they see every girl
Photo by Kevin Colber
on the other side of the net is six-feet tall."
Renata Menchikova is no longer playing for UCF, The freshman will see plenty of height this
but her expertise now leaves a mark on the program season, as UCF has scheduled games against
as an assistant coach.
tall competition such as Florida State (Sept.
8), Auburn (Sept. 12), Clemson (Sept. 13)
expects out of the Golden Knights this season.
and Hawaii (Nov. 13-14).
"My goals for this year is to win the TAAC
Tea:n captain Fielding said the institution of a
and to have a winning season, which would be a supervised team strength and conditioning propositive attribute going into the TAAC conference gram along with some hustle should reap a sevtournament," said Ochoa, formerly Metzcus, who enth consecutive TAAC Championship in late
played for UCF from 1991-94. "With the winning November.
season the girls would be confident. Just because
"There's going to be a lot of five-game matchwe did lose some key players, a lot of people say es," Fielding said. "Us playing longer than the
it's a rebuilding year and we've lost a lot of tal- other team and hustling harder than every team
ent."
(will help). If we can wear them down and keep
Gone are the past two conference "big guns" pqtting the ball back, it kind of wears them down
Tyra Harper and Renata Menchikova, who earned and drains them."
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Fielding ready to lead young Knights
By JEFF CASE
Staff Writer

,
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Amanda Fielding remembers the 5foot-8-inch high school freshman she used
to be. Sitting in the gym at Runcorn State
High School in Australia, Fielding had
never heard much about volleyball.
Everyone was gathering to participate
in different events at a school sports day
when a teacher approached Fielding and
told her to join some students playing volleyball. Now, as a senior on the UCF
women's · volleyball team, Fielding has
come from down under to follow the game
she never knew.
Originally recruited by national volleyball power New Mexico, Fielding said her
time as a Lobo almost caused her to quit
the game.
As a redshirt freshman in 1994,
Fielding played in three games, recording
one assist and three digs. ,She injured her
middle finger on her right hand before her
sophomore season, never giving her the
chance to show the skills that made her an
Australian All-Star in 1991 and 1993.

"I kind of had a raw deal at my old
school, New Mexico," Fielding said. "I
had some personality conflicts, I didn't get
along with the coaching staff, then I had an
injury which prevented me from playing.
[When I was there] I was always homesick
and I just wanted to go home."
She got her wish, returning to Australia
after her sophomore season at UNM. One
of Fielding's old teammates refused to let
her friend waste her talents. The teammate
called former Golden Knight coach Laura
Smith and told her about her friend.
"She told Laura about what happened
and Laura said 'Let me get this straight,
she's not playing now?'," Fielding said.
"There wasn't a recruiting process. I was a
free agent and she took me."
Fielding wasted little time making an
impact as a Golden Knight. As the setter
last season, Fielding has made her mark in
UCF's record books, where she holds the
record in assists per game average (13.35)
in a season and is fourth in all-time assists
(1348).

The addition of Fielding helped push
UCF over its perennial obstacle, the

Fielding
NCAA Tournament First Round, last season. Her addition to the team was noticed
throughout the TAAC, as she garnered allTAAC first team, all~TAAC Tournament
team and all-Newcomer team honors last
season .
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But more important than Fielding's
contributions on the court were those she
made as a vocal team leader. Her role as
leader bears more importance this season
than last, as the Golden Knights field only
five players from last season's TAAC tournament team.
"I've been a leader since I was little, so
I don't know how or why I am a leader, I
just feel like a lot of people don't know
where they're supposed to go," she said.
"Not just in playing, but what's expected
of them, how they're supposed to act,
what's expected of them, how hard they're
supposed to work.
While Fielding is listed as a captain this
season along with fellow seniors Anabel
Marcos and Dawn Hoffman, Fielding
plans to do more than lead.
"Last year, I wasn't a captain, but it was
my team and Laura said 'This is your
team.' It's my job to make sure everybody
is comfort.lble. [Assistant coach] Tito
[DeLeon] said the setter is usually the psychologist of the team, the one who sorts all
the problems out. That's kind of bow I
feel."

-
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Knights hope to contain explosive Bulldogs
By TONY MEJIA
Sports Editor

l

Louisiana Tech's season opening 5627 loss to Nebraska in the Eddie
Robinson Classic didn't show UCF many
things they didn't already know. Even
though it's hard to look good in a 29point defeat, the Bulldogs managed that
feat
by
destroying
third-ranked
Nebraska's sometimes impenetrable
offense.
Receiver Troy Edwards set an NCAA
all-division record with 405 receiving
yards on 21 receptions, three short of the
record held by one Jerry Rice. The senior
rec.eiver also scored three touchdowns, as
he and junior quarterback Tim Rattay
picked up right where they left off last
season when they where the nation's
most prolific pitch and catch combination. Rattay finished 46-of-68 for 590
yards and four touchdowns, hooking up
with Edwards on scores of 94, 80 and 52
yards.
"We know what they like to do. They
line up and try to get the ball to number
16 everytime. It's not that complicated.
We just have to stop it from happening,"
head coach Mike Kruczek said a couple
of weeks ago at UCF's Media Day.
If last Saturday's performance was
any indication, Kruczek' s assessment is
right on target. The key now is contain-

Future File Photo

Daunte Culpepper looks to avoid the dejection of last year's season opener.
ing the combination the Cornhuskers
failed to handle.
"We'rf!- just trying to slow them down.
They average over 500 yards of offense
per game. We've got to slow them

•'

..

See EDWARDS, Page 22

Ten reasons why this week's opener
is the most crucial game of the year

HEISMAN

W

down," defensive coordinator Gene
Chizik said. "Our main focus is trying to
get it together discipline-wise. Knowing
where everybody is supposed to be is the
first step."

UCF hopes to open the '98 season on
a positive note when they travel to Joe
Aillet Stadium in Ruston, La., this weekend. The Knights had won seven consecutive season openers before last years
unfortunate overtime loss to Ole Miss.
It's not going to be easy t to get that
streak back on track on the road.
"Obviously they gained tremendous
confidence by playing Nebraska perceptively pretty close," Kruczek said. "Now
it was a blowout early but they showed
something in the second half by coming
back and putting up tremendous numbers
offensively. They showed they don't
have a lot of giveup in them. They have a
lot of fight. I think they have the
advantage at this point."
Louisiana Tech will be looking to
avoid losing their second consecutive
game, which would equal all of last
year's loss total. With trips to Texas
A&M, Auburn, Wyoming, and Tulane
still ahead, this becomes a must-win situation for Gary Crowton's squad.
"I'm disappointed we didn't win.
That's what it's about. We play to win,"
Crowton said after the loss. "The one
thing I know about Troy, as soon as he
starts saying things in the paper, and the
paper starts giving bulletin board material, I know the other guys are in trouble,
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Sep 5 at La. Tech

Daunte Culpepper, QB, UCF
Ricky Williams, RB, Texas

Sep 5 vs. New Mexico St

Tim Couch, QB, Kentucky

Sep 5 at Louisville

Brock Huard, QB, Washington

By TONY MEJIA
s·ports Editor

Sep S at Arizona State

Cade McNown, QB, UCLA

Idle

Jamal Lewis, RB, Tennessee ·

Sep 5 at Syracuse

Joe Jermaine, QB, Ohio State

Sep 5 at West Virginia
Sep 5 vs Washington

J.R. Redmond, TB,ASU
Kevin Faulk, RB, LSU

Idle
21 rec, 405 yds, 3 TDs

Troy Edwards, WR, La. Tech
Donovan McNabb, QB, Syracuse

Sep 5 vs Tennessee

Bobby Newcombe, QB, Nebraska

I0-11, 2TDs, I TD rush

Anth.ony Thomas, RB, Michigan

Sep 5 at Notre Dame

Amos Zeroue, RB, West Virginia

Sep 5 vs. Ohio State

Ron Dayne, RB, Wisconsin.

Sep 5 at San Diego St
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• Fu11 game
coverage of season
opener at
Louisiana Tech
• Volleyball results
from Purdue
•Women's soccer
vs. Florida Gators
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• The Reisman

Watch

UCF's 1998 schedule is hot as
tough as last year's when Nebraska
and a. host of SEC powers battled the
Knights. However, despite the easier
schedule, tough teams loom this season as well, as trips to Purdue, Toledo,
and Auburn highlight UCF's top
adversaries. Make rw mistake about it
though, the toughest, most important
game of the year occurs this week
when the team travels to Ruston, La. to
battle ~ith fellow independent
Louisiana Tech. Unlike David
Letterman's lists, there is nothing
hunwrous about the ten reasons that
make this game UCF's most crucial.
10. Numbers game. Troy Edwards
threw down the gauntlet by breaking
an NCAA All-Divisions record in the
opener against Nebraska. N-E-B-R-AS-K-A. A front runner in this year's
national championship race, the
Corhuskers allowed Bulldog quarterback Tim Rattay to throw for 590
yards, 405 of them going Edwards'
way. Despite the 29-point loss, those
numbers alone impressed the nation.
The _question is now posed. Can
Daunte Culpepper and Siaha Burley,
Mark Nonsant, Charles Lee, and
Kenny Clark come anywhere close to
putting up those kind of numbers?
9. Independent Superbowl. Both
squads are independents and unlike
Notre Dame, are looking to get into a
conference. In addition, both run neck
and neck in competing for second fid.;ti

How effective will they be? Mike
Grant is the Knights' top tailback and
figures to get the majority of the workload. According to the coaching staff,
the senior out of Jacksonville Bolles is
in the best game of his playing career
and will look to improve on his teamleading 14 touchdowns from a year
ago. Dwight Collins looks anchored as
the starting fullback and will also get a
few carries. Top backups Eddie Mack,
Omari Howard, and Darryl Jones
should also see time this year, but only
one or two will actually get into this
game. As much as the Knights will
throw this year, they still need to get a
healthy contribution from this unit.
Louisiana Tech provides the first
experiment to see what we've got.
6. Mike Kruczek's debut
Although the transition has been
smooth, there will still be some butterflies when Coach Kruczek steps out
onto the sideline to coach his first
game at the alma mater of the man he
backed up and won a pair of Super
Bowl rings with, Terry Bradshaw.
Interestingly enough, the last three
new head coaches have won their
debuts with Lou Saban beating
Elizabeth City 37-7 in 1983, interim
coach Jerry Anderson topping Illinois
State 28-24 in the middle of the '84
season, and Gene McDowell besting
Bethune-Cookman 39-37 in 1985. On
a disturbing note, Sam Weir, the only
coach not to win his debut at UCF after
losing 16-9 to Georgia Southern in

die behind the Fighting Irish in the
Independent pool. Remember when
UCF battled UAB back in the Knights'
first season in Division I-A? That was
a huge game for both sides to see
which was farther a1ong. ucp'
trounced the Blazers 35-13 behind
Culpepper's lone 400-yard passing
game. On top of all the bragging rights,
an even bigger underlying theme is
present in this battle of unaffiliated talents. It's present in reason #1. Hey,
come back here! Don't be cheating by
looking ahead- leave some mystery.
8. Daunte is a notoriously slow
starter. Kind of ironic that someone
who may have had the most sparkling
debut in college football history could
be a slow starter, but numbers don't lie.
After the tremendous performance
against Eastern Kentucky as a freshman (20-25, 254 yds, 3 TD's, 0 INT's),
Culpepper' s sophomore start against IAA William & Mary was shaky as he
fumbled twice and was intercepted
twice despite completing 26 of 42
passes for 307 yards and three touchdowns. Last year's opener against Ole
Miss may have been Culpepper's
worst outing of the year as he completed only 17 of 42 passes for 196 yards.
He can't afford to be rusty this time
around, especially with counterpart
Tim Rattay already having a game
under his belt.
7. Running game. Who will run?
How effectively will UCF run the ball? See SOLID, Page 20
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